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Oh, what a 
feeling, but 
where's the 
beef? 

Not every organization has a motto, 
but it seems that successful companies 
have one and those that aren't successful 
don't. To me, this suggests that maybe 
a company or organization should have 
a motto. 

A motto sounds good because it 
indicates that the company has some 
beliefs or some principles. Mottos like 
"Progress Is Our Most Product," or, 
"We Try Harder" obviously imply that 
the company consists of hardworking 
people who aren't satisfied with the 
status quo and will try to do better. 

Other mottos are attempts to influ- 
ence our actions by playing on our 
consciences. Smokey the Bear says 
"Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires," 
and I suppose it reminds folks to put out 
their campfires. One motto, "The 
Family That Prays Together Stays 
Together," even has a poetic ring to it. 

Some mottos or slogans are supposed 
to be catchy and attract attention to the 
product. My favorite was that of a South 
Dakota cannery, which had on its 
labels: "Sally Ann Peas—It's the Water 
We Use." (Incidentally, I wonder why 
so many breweries and canneries claim 
it is the water they use that produces a 
superior product, when these days 
everybody uses such pure, clean water 
you can hardly taste it?) 

Anyway, here's what I'm coming to: 
Because the Agricultural Experiment 
Station has been successful in its 
research mission, and Oregonians 
should know about that, I've been 
thinking that a motto might not be a bad 
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idea. Then we wouldn't have to explain 
all the time what the Agricultural 
Experiment Station is or does. We could 
just point to our motto and everyone 
would know instantly. 

I started with "It's Tough To Be 
Humble When We're So Good," but, 
somehow, it didn't sound sincere. Then 
I tried a combination of'' Go Beavers'' 
and "OSU Aggies" and it came out 
"Go Baggies," which didn't sound very 
exciting. 

So back to the drawing board. What 
motto would be sincere, catchy and 
descriptive enough? Something that 
says we have hardworking people, like 
the airline that said "We'll Bust Our 
Tails For You?" Or how about 
emphasizing how our research program 
develops new ideas and technologies for 
Oregon with amotto similar to that of 
the electronics firm that says ' 'Just 
Slightly Ahead of Our Time?" Should 
we hint at the popular Stephens wheat 
or bush beans we've developed with a 
motto like "The Taste of Success?" 

(The way our budgets have gone 
lately, perhaps "Inexpensive, And Built 
To Stay That Way" would be apropos.) 

I figured our motto should say 
something about agriculture, though, 
and I thought of "Serving Oregon's 
Number One Industry—Agriculture.'' 
True, but a little hokey. "Serving 
Agriculture— Oregon's Growing 
Industry?" Clever, but also hokey. I 
started getting desperate and thought a 
singing motto might work ... maybe 
"From The Halls of Union Station To 

The Shores of Yaquina Bay," set to the 
tune of the Marines' hymn. My wife left 
the room on that one. 

Then it dawned on me that saying 
Agricultural Experiment Station and 
having a motto would be redundant. 
Sure, when you're good and you want 
people to know, then having a motto can 
help. But when you're really on a roll 
you don't necessarily need a motto. So 
rest easy, folks. There'll not be another 
catchy, exciting, sincere motto to tickle 
your imagination. I've decided just our 
name, either Oregon State University 
or Agricultural Experiment Station, 
says it all. 

By the way: Have a good day— 
compliments of the Agricultural Experi- 
ment Station. □ 
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Most studies of how humans or animals re- 
spond to a high-cholesterol diet focus on aver- 
age responses. In an OSU study with 21 
volunteers researchers looked for—and found— 
patterns in how individuals respond. 

Eat Your 
Heart Out? 

An eggs-for-lunch diet affected people 
different ways in an OSU study tied to 
the dangers of high cholesterol intake 



By Richard Browning 

Just because a neighbor can eat steak 
and eggs for breakfast every day 

and not clog the old arteries with choles- 
terol doesn't mean you or I can. 

Many of us probably believe that, and 
a recently completed study by Suk Oh, 
director of OSU's Nutrition Research 
Institute, and graduate student Amy 
Sarver Ward, will do nothing to change 
our minds. 

The study suggests there are three 
kinds of people when it comes to going 
on a diet high in cholesterol, the whitish 
fatty substance which has become a 
household word because of its associa- 
tion with cholesterol: those who show an 
immediate rise in the cholesterol level in 
their blood, those who don't, and those 
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who show a rise under some 
circumstances. 

Surprisingly, folks whose blood levels 
shoot up quickly may not be the unlucky 
ones, says Oh. Evidence he and his 
colleagues collected suggests those 
individuals tend to have a lower level of 
cholesterol in their blood to start with, 
and that the cholesterol tends to be 
distributed differendy, perhaps in a 
healthier way. 

Most dietary cholesterol research 
around the country has focused on the 
average responses of the animals or 
humans studied, says Oh. He decided to 
study individual responses, and look for 
patterns, after he studied 200 laboratory 
rats. The rats, very similar because of 

inbreeding, showed dramatically varied 
responses to a high-cholesterol diet. 

In their recent experiment. Oh and 
Ward worked with middle-aged adult 
males (between 30 and 55 years old) 
because individuals in that category are 
at a high risk of suffering from 
cholesterol-related heart disease. They 
fed 21 volunteers a high-cholesterol 
lunch (eggs) for 10 weeks. Then they 
measured cholesterol levels to determine, 
first, if the high intake of dietary 
cholesterol increased the level of choles- 
terol in the blood, and, second, if 
various volunteers dealt with the 
cholesterol differendy. 

The study suggests there are 
three kinds of people. 

For the first four weeks of the study, 
the 21 participants ate three eggs a day 
for lunch. The cholesterol level in the 
blood increased in eight of them. Oh 
labeled these people "hyperresponders" 
(persons who show an immediate 
response to cholesterol intake). He 
labeled the other 13, who showed no 
response, "hyporesponders." 

Then the researchers increased the 
egg intake to six a day for the remaining 
six weeks of the study for the 13 
hyporesponders (those who showed no 
response to three eggs a day). The eight 
hyperresponders continued eating three 
eggs a day. 

Of the 13 hyporesponders, the choles- 
terol level of seven went up while they 
ate the six-eggs-for-lunch diet. He 
labeled those people "hypo-hyper- 
responders"—individuals who could 
tolerate a limited increase in cholesterol 
intake without showing the effects with 
an elevated cholesterol level in their 
blood. 

Oh labeled the six individuals whose 
blood levels of cholesterol showed no 
response to the six-egg diet "hypo- 
hyporesponders.'' 

At first it may seem as though it 
would be better to be a hyporesponder 
so you could eat whatever you wanted 
without raising the cholesterol level in 
your blood. Not necessarily so, says Oh. 

Cholesterol has two primary carriers 
in the blood, low-density lipoprotein 
(LDL) and high-density lipoprotein 
(HDL), the researcher explained. 



LDL is the bad guy. It carries 
choiesterol from the blood to peripheral 
tissues, including those in the lining of 
major arteries. When LDL dumps too 
much cholesterol in an artery lining, 
that, and other factors like high blood 
pressure, can cause the blood vessel to 
thicken and lose elasticity (this is what's 
called arteriosclerosis, or hardening of 
the arteries). Over time, the process can 
block blood flow, leading to a heart 
attack or stroke. 

The other type of lipoprotein, 
HDL, is the good guy. 

The other type of lipoprotein, HDL, 
is the good guy. It carries cholesterol 
from the peripheral tissues to the blood. 
If a person has more HDL than LDL, 
less cholesterol is deposited in artery 
linings and more is carried away, 
researchers believe. 

In their study. Oh and Ward found 
that the eight "hypers," volunteers 
whose cholesterol levels in the blood rose 
quickly, had lower initial levels of 
cholesterol in their blood and higher 
ratios of the "good" HDL compared to 
the "bad" LDL. 

How can you find out if you are a 
"hyper" or a "hypo?" 

Right now, the only way is to eat a 
controlled amount of cholesterol under 
the supervision of a researcher who 
measures your body's response, says 
Oh. 

"Drug companies are almost crazy to 
find a way to increase HDL,'' he said. 
' 'The day they find the way, they will 
make a fortune, I'm sure." 

Although the thought of cholesterol in 
our bodies scares most of us, we 
couldn't live without it. It is a building 
block of the membrane of cells; it is used 
for the formation of bile acids that help 
the body digest fats; it is in the fatty 
sheath that insulates nerves, and it helps 
the body form sex hormones such as 
estrogen and androgen. 

Most cholesterol in the body is 
produced in the liver. But 20 to 30 
percent of it comes from what we eat. 
What can a person do to try avoid 
cholesterol problems? 

One thing is exercise, says Oh. For 

some reason, that increases the propor- 
tion of HDL in the blood. The 
proportional change is not very 
significant, however, he says. 

You can eat fewer foods high in 
cholesterol and saturated fats, says the 
researcher. He used eggs in the study 
because they contain more cholesterol 
than any other food, 250 milligrams per 
medium-sized egg. Many books and 
pamphlets are available that list other 
high-cholesterol foods like liver and 
other organ meats and shellfish. The 
average American takes in about 500 
milligrams of cholesterol a day, when 
about 300 milligrams is the recom- 
mended daily intake. 

Oh says using polyunsaturated fats 
(like corn, safflower and other vegetable 
oils) in cooking increases the body's 
excretion of cholesterol, which is good. 

Although heart disease has been the 
number one killer of Americans for many 
years, it probably will take many more 
years to answer key questions about the 
interplay of diet and heart disease. 
Many factors are involved. It is not just 
a nutritional question, but a hereditary 
one as well, he points out. His 
experiment, for example, suggests that 
some people inherit the ability to deal 
with cholesterol better than other 
people. 

Also, it's hard for researchers to find 
a nutritional solution to heart disease 
problems related to diet because it is 
hard to study a human's diet over many 
years, as is needed. 

"Although we could reduce the 
incidence of heart disease by modifying 
the diet," said Oh, "that is very 
difficult to do, especially in America, 
where most foods are rich in calories 
(especially fats) and people tend to eat 
what tastes good. Most experts predict 
cancer will be conquered within a few 
decades, but heart disease.. .not for a 
long, longtime." 

Oh is involved in a large-scale project 
focusing on the role of dietary choles- 
terol in heart disease. 

Scientists in Iowa and Nebraska are 
experimenting with two diets. One is 
low in cholesterol and fat and the other 
is high in them, similar to the typical 
American diet. The researchers send 
samples of volunteer subjects' blood, 
fecal matter and urine to 13 agricultural 

experiment stations around the nation, 
including OSU's. 

Cooperating researchers at the experi- 
ment stations test the samples for 
hormone levels, sugars and other 
substances. As the cooperating re- 
searcher at OSU, Oh's responsibility is 
to measure the lipoproteins in blood 
samples from persons eating the two 
diets. 

The researchers are compiling exten- 
sive information on how the typical 
American diet, and a diet low in fat and 
cholesterol, affect the makeup of 
lipoproteins. That study, says Oh, 
won't explain why some people can eat 
steak and eggs with no harmful side 
effects and others can't. But it may 
contribute to the fine-tuning of general 
dietary recommendations for protecting 
the heart from chronic, degenerative 
disease. □ 



Fighting heart disease in America is a tremen- 
dous challenge because "most foods are rich 
and people tend to eat what tastes good,'' says 
OSU nutrition researcher Suk Oh. 

Dave King 

The yolk was on them 
For 10 weeks earlier this year, 21 men 

between the ages of 30 and 55 sat down 
together, under the supervision of OSU 
nutrition researcher Suk Oh, to lunch 
on quiche, omelettes, scrambled eggs, 
fried eggs, hard-boiled eggs, egg salad 
... even ' 'egg burgers.'' 

Why? Curiosity, mostly. 
' 'Curiosity about what was happen- 

ing with my body,'' says George 
Newcomb, 51, an OSU plant patholo- 
gist who took part in the study. 

Robert Steiner, 34, a cabinet manufac- 
turer from Albany, says he was curious, 
too, about how cholesterol affected his 
body. Steiner's father had a number of 
heart attacks. 

Steiner says he didn't feel any 
different while on the egg diet and noted 
that he thinks that's why many people 
don't concern themselves with 
cholesterol— they can't feel the effects 
until it's too late. Since the study, 
Steiner has reduced his cholesterol 
intake. 

Another study participant, Monte 
Freeman, says he worried about doing 

harm to himself until he saw the 
procedures the researchers used to make 
sure each volunteer suffered no health 
problems. 

"I felt it was a great opportunity to 
learn more about my body,'' says 
Freeman, a counselor at OSU. "Besides, 
I'm a sucker for a free meal." 

One man enjoyed the "comradery" 
of the luncheons. 

Robert Buckner, 35, an OSU poultry 
science researcher, says lunchtime "was 
something to look forward to each day.'' 

Buckner got curious about cholesterol, 
he says, when he wrote a report on it for 
an English class. 

One question about this study re- 
mains unanswered. Are these men sick 
of eggs? 

"I still like eggs," says Buckner, 
echoing the feelings of others. 

"I like eggs," adds George Newcomb, 
offering the information that he makes it 
a point to eat a duck egg every morning 
for breakfast. □ 

— Richard Browning 
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OSU researchers keep 
charging and so do 
their kamikaze foes 

in this fight for 
choice turf 

By Richard Browning 

"S! [age-brush," wrote Mark 
Twain in his book 

Roughing It, "is a very fair 
fuel, but as a vegetable it is a dis- 
tinguished failure. 

Twain was stating one of those truths 
about nature which, but for his keen 
wit, would have gone unstated. At the 
same time, the famous 19th century 
traveler was expressing one of the 
principles, and problems, underlying 
the efforts of a small army of 20th 
century scientists: One person's crop 
might be another's weed. 

At the Agricultural Experiment 
Station's branch stations around the 
state, and at OSU, researchers are 
working on ways to keep unwanted 

plants out of farmers' fields (in Oregon 
and around the world). 

It's a monstrous challenge. 
It is estimated—and everyone admits 

estimates about weeds are at best 
educated guesses—that in highly devel- 
oped countries like the United States 
weeds cut crop production by 5 percent. 
In intermediately developed nations, 
with some mechanization and use of 
herbicides, but also financial and 
educational restrictions on their use, 
losses from weeds are estimated to be 10 
percent. In underdeveloped countries, 
where poverty and ignorance (on the 
part of farmers, government officials 
and researchers) often block efforts to 
reduce weed growth, losses due to weeds 
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are estimated to be a whopping 25 
percent. 

Many Americans' experiences with 
weeds, such as the dandelions that 
sprout on lawns in the spring, are 
annoying.. .but there really isn't any 
harm done. But when a healthy crop of 
black grass infests a wheat field, a 
farmer may lose thousands of dollars in 
one year. And when a tropical weed 
invades a subsistence farmer's com 
field, a family may go hungry. 

The problems of a weed researcher 
seem like great material for a recurring 
nightmare. 

As soon as the researcher gets one 
weed under control, another crops up 
somewhere. Previously harmless plants. 

over the course of a few seasons, become 
vigorous problem weeds for no apparent 
reason. Weeds develop resistance to 
herbicides. Chemical weapons used 
against weeds are jerked from the 
shelves for health or other reasons. 

The moth larvae ream out 
the weeds' seed heads. 

Oregon has more than 80 commercial 
crops that gross more than $1 million a 
year each, and each has its weeds. Arnold 
Appleby, a crop scientist who coordi- 
nates OSU weed research involving 
field crops, says there are probably 200 
to 300 plants Oregon farmers call 

weeds. In western Oregon wheat fields 
alone, he says, researchers have identi- 
fied 101 broadleaf weeds. "And I'm 
sure that's not complete," he adds. 

There are weeds that cause humans to 
have allergic reactions, weeds that 
become traffic hazards by blocking 
motorists' vision, even weeds strong 
enough to break up sidewalks. You can 
use herbicides (there are nearly 200 of 
them), cultural practices, mechanical 
means or your hands to control weeds. 

Just the tremendous variety of weeds 
and systems to control them could make 
a researcher yearn for an accounting 
job. 

Then there's the job of the Extension 
Service workers who must transfer all 



The cinnabar caterpillar is helping Oregon farmers get rid of poisonous tansy ragwort. 

that research information to farmers. 
That's especially important because of 
the everchanging interactions of weeds 
and crops. Agents and farmers must be 
up to date. In controlling one weed, a 
farmer may cut into the livlihood of 
another farmer who needs that particu- 
lar "weed." 

Scotchbroom is an example. The 
ornamental plant fixes nitrogen and 
helps control soil erosion. It also causes 
allergic reactions in humans and is a 
pasture weed. Italian ryegrass seed is a 
major crop in the Willamette Valley. 
Italian ryegrass also is a major weed in 
some cereal crops there. 

In this space, it would be impossible 
to write about all of Oregon's weed 
problems and the research to control 
them. The following are just a few 
representative projects. 

Peter McEvoy, OSU entomologist, is 
working on biological control of weeds. 
That is, using their natural enemies to 
control them. Most of Oregon's impor- 
tant weeds are aliens from Europe 
introduced as crops, or by accident. 
These aliens don't usually bring their 
natural enemies—insects—with them, 
however. 

In biological control, says McEvoy, 
you don't try to wipe out a weed, you 
try to reduce its numbers while leaving 
enough for its insect enemies to survive 
on. McEvoy is working on two biologi- 
cal control projects. 

In Central and Eastern Oregon, he is 
using two species of gall flies, one moth, 
and a beetle to fight the spread of 
knapweed and spotted knapweed, two 
rangeland weeds. Both the weeds and 
the bugs are from Europe. 

The gall flies burrow into the seed 
heads of the knapweeds, says McEvoy. 
The moth larvae ream out the weeds' 
seed heads, destroying them. The beetle 
attacks the weeds' roots. In 1981, 
McEvoy and others released 200 of the 
moths near Bend, and by last year they 
had multiplied 30-fold, to about 250,000. 

The moth larvae are attacking about 

30 percent of the seed heads in the Bend 
area, while the two fly species are 
attacking 11 and 4 percent, respectively, 
says McEvoy. Numbers aren't in yet on 
the beetle. 

The researcher hopes to determine 
what percentage of seeds must be 
destroyed in the area to control 
knapweed and spotted knapweed and 

how many insects it would take to 
destroy them. Once the knapweeds are 
under control, he says, ranchers and 
other land managers will have to take 
measures such as planting grass in the 
area to keep the weeds from returning. 

In a project in western Oregon, 
McEvoy is studying the effects of the 
cinnabar moth and the tansy flea beetle 
on the poisonous weed tansy ragwort. 
The innocent-looking, yellow-bloom 
plant causes considerable damage each 
year in western Oregon. It poisons 
horses, cattle and other livestock and is 
spreading to Eastern Oregon. 

A family may go hungry. 

The cinnabar moth defoliates tansy 
plants during the summer; the flea 
beetle eats the leaves in the fall, and its 
larvae feed on the whole plant during 
the winter when the plant can do little to 
compensate, McEvoy explained. 

In one coastal pasture crowded with 
tansy, the insects were able to reduce the 
weed by 97 percent over three years, 
said McEvoy, noting that he and other 
researchers must now determine the 
stability of the weed-insect relationship 
to find out if the insects can keep the 
weed from shooting up again in a few 
years. 

In recent years, a team of researchers 
in OSU's crop science and horticulture 
departments has been evaluating the 
potential uses in Oregon of a new class 
of herbicides that is highly selective in 
killing troublesome grasses that infest 
fields of potatoes, carrots, sugar beets 
and other broadleaf crops. They've 
found the herbicides to be highly 
effective. The government has regis- 
tered two herbicides in the class, with 
commercial names Poast and Fusilade, 
for use on some crops. Now the question 
mark surrounding the herbicides is 
changing to a dollar sign, says crop 
scientist Appleby. 

"The growers really don't have a 
good post-emergence herbicide (one 
that can be used after plants come up) 
and we'll be real excited about these,'' 
Appleby said, "if some more of them 
get registered and the price comes 
down." 

OSU crop scientists Bill Brewster and 
Don Rydrych, as well as Appleby and 

10 



others, evaluated another type of 
herbicide that has become popular in 
Eastern Oregon recently. It controls 
broadleaf weeds like pigweed and 
mustard in winter wheat. 

"It is like a big black 
cloud spreading over the 

Columbia Basin.'' 

"These herbicides—Glean (a commer- 
cial brand name) is an example—are 
effective at extremely low dose levels 
and do not present the possible environ- 
mental problems of some herbicides 
suspected of hurting surrounding plants 
like grapes," said Appleby. 

Rydrych, who works at the Experi- 
ment Station's Columbia Basin Agricul- 
tural Research Center at Pendleton, is 
studying a weed that scares researchers. 

"Goatgrass is so similar to wheat—a 
relative—that the chemicals that kill it 
kill wheat too,'' he said. 

The weed causes problems for grow- 
ers by competing with wheat for soil 
nutrients and moisture and by contami- 
nating grain, making it worth less. 

Rydrych is purposely contaminating 
wheat plots at the Pendleton station so 
he can find out how various chemicals 
affect the weed. 

Other OSU researchers are studying 

genetic characteristics of goatgrass, 
hoping to find a key to selective 
chemical control within wheat stands. 

"Goatgrass is not on too much 
acreage now," said Appleby, "but it is 
like a big black cloud spreading over the 
Columbia Basin. We don't have any 
answers for it." 

Ray William, an Extension specialist 
in OSU's horticulture department, says 
weed research in his area includes 
studies of herbicides, the genetic charac- 
teristics of various weeds, and the use of 
an "old technology" called living 
mulch. 

The living mulch method of suppress- 
ing weeds involves planting grass 
between rows of horticultural crops like 
fruit trees. The grass is "chemically 
mowed" to keep it from competing too 
heavily with the trees, but allowed to 
develop enough to keep out weeds. The 
grass also enhances water infiltration 
and puts some organic matter into the 
soil, says William. 

The method has been used for years 
in orchards, he said, but researchers 
would like to expand its use to crops like 
Christmas trees and grapes, and eventu- 
ally to rhododendrons, Easter lilies and 
vegetables. 

Although research aimed at Oregon 
may turn out to be useful in other parts 

of the world, one group of federally 
funded researchers on the OSU campus 
is purposely ranging far afield. 

OSU is home of the International 
Weed Science Society. Larry Burrill, an 
OSU weed control specialist, is secretary- 
treasurer of the organization and has 
visited about 35 countries, lecturing on 
weed control and helping set up weed 
management projects. 

In underdeveloped nations where 
soils are often rocky, farms small and 
hilly, and money and technical knowl- 
edge in short supply, weeds rob families 
of food rather than money, Burrill notes. 

"The key is small shifts in 
technology," he says. "Shifts like going 
to rows rather than random planting 
and adding a dry season crop have a 
better chance of being accepted and 
used in the Third World than introduc- 
ing tractors and herbicides. Perhaps 
most importantly, these nations need to 
have their own trained extension agents 
who can go out in the field and educate 
farmers about weed management." 

Burrill, and the other weed research- 
ers at OSU, seem to agree that no 
matter what researchers and farmers do, 
the war on weeds will never end. 
Mother Nature will never stop trying to 
fill those little empty spaces she so 
abhors. D 

Goatgrass, a weed related to wheat, is spreading in the Columbia Basin. Herbicides that kill it kill wheat too, say frustrated researchers. 
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Jay Jay's Story 
By Dave King 

With her death, the Bengal 
tiger made medical history 

Shortly before she died, Jegr Jay the Bengal tiger 
posed with Sheso, a canine companion. 

Jay Jay was a big cat. But no matter 
how big she was, she was still a cat. 

And dogs, not cats, are supposed to get 
canine distemper. 

Jay Jay was in the first litter of tiger 
cubs ever born at the Wildlife Safari 
animal park near Winston, Oregon. But 
the excitement of the first-ever litter 
soon faded as problems arose. When the 
two cubs in the litter were a month old 
they both became ill, with diarrhea and 
other symptoms, and had to be taken 
from their mother and placed in the 
Wildlife Safari clinic for special care. 
Jay Jay's sister died, but Jay Jay hung 
on, surviving her first bout with a 
strange illness. 

What was causing the limp 
and twitch? 

Then, at four months, she began to 
have fits and seizures. Laurie Marker, 
then supervisor of the clinic, enlisted the 
help of Melody Roelke, a veterinarian 
in nearby Roseburg. 

Roelke treated the seizures as best she 
could and they subsided. The only 
damage appeared to be a limp and a 
slight twitch in one of Jay Jay's hind 
legs. In retrospect, this may have been 
the first outward sign that the tiger was 
suffering from a sickness never before 
documented in any kind of cat. 

"At the time, I was dealing with dogs 
and cats all the time," recalls Roelke, 
who soon became staff veterinarian at 
Wildlife Safari, "and I said to myself, 
'If this was a dog, I'd say it was canine 
distemper,' but cats don't get canine 
distemper.'' 

Though Jay Jay's condition was 
stablized, Marker and Roelke worried. 
What caused the problem? What was 
causing the limp and twitch? They put 
the tiger through a series of tests in 
Portland with Steve Skinner, a veteri- 
nary neurologist, and in Corvallis at the 
OSU veterinary hospital with Linda 
Blythe, OSU's veterinary neurologist. 
Jay Jay was poked and probed and 
researchers took numerous blood 
samples. 

"We sent samples to many labs for 
analysis," said Roelke. "Some ended 
up at Cornell University in New York. 
We were asking for indications of a 



variety of potential diseases, and canine 
distemper was one of them. There was 
nothing conclusive. For canine distemper, 
the response was low, but no one could 
tell me what that meant. If the sample 
had come from a dog, they knew. But 
from a cat? Who knows?" 

"She would look up at me 
with those big eyes.'' 

In the meantime, with Jay Jay 
apparently stable. Wildlife Safari offi- 
cials started using her in the park's 
educational and informational shows. 
The tiger, nicknamed after a photogra- 
pher at Wildlife Safari, grew quickly 
and became tame. Visitors to the park 
frequently saw her frolicking with 
Marker's big black lab, Sheso. The dog 
became "sort ofj ay Jay's surrogate 
mother," says Marker, who is quick to 
point out that Jay Jay was around 
several other canines early in her life 
and probably was exposed to the 
distemper virus then. 

"She ran pretty well, only a little 
sideways," said Marker. "She played 
constantly with Sheso and led a really 
full life." 

Still, during this time, there was a 
nagging feeling no one could shake. 
What was wrong with Jay Jay? After the 
first spell of seizures. Marker had kept 
the tiger close to her 24 hours a day, 
going so far as to take her home at night 
just in case the seizures returned. 

"I'm not sure if she knew she had a 
special problem, but she became very 
attached to me," said Marker. "I would 
wake up in the middle of the night and 
find her with her head on my chest, 
cuddling me. She would look up at me 
with those big eyes as if to say, 
'Mommie, you're still here.' Sheso 
became very protective of her.'' 

Back at OSU, Blythe was attempting 
to isolate the problem. Tests showed 
both legs were affected to a degree. This 
and other test results led veterinarians to 
believe the problem was not localized in 
Jay Jay's leg, but was central, in the 
spinal cord or brain. 

Though they didn't know it, the time 
to test was short. Jay Jay was approach- 
ing her second birthday when her 
condition started to deteriorate quickly. 

'It's hard to put a money value" on endangered animals, says veterinarian Melody Jbd£r> 

shown here operating on a Wildlife Safari cheetah's infected foot. 

"Basically, we kept her comfortable 
and happy," said Rolke. "But as she 
grew and began to approach 200 
pounds, it became more and more 
difficult for her to support her body and 
she'd just collapse." 

In the course of a week, one leg went 
completely bad, then the other. Finally, 
she was totally paralyzed. During this 
time, there were more tests and more 
trips to Corvallis. 

"She was going downhill so fast, and 
the pain was so great, we felt euthanasia 
(putting her to sleep) was the only 
choice," said Roelke. 

Jack Schmitz, veterinary pathologist 
and, at the time, director of the OSU 
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, per- 
formed the necropsy (animal autopsy). 
At first, nothing outstanding appeared. 

There was some degeneration of mus- 
cles in the legs, but that was to be 
expected, considering the limp. Then 
Schmitz began to examine the tiger's 
brain. 

"We found extensive lesions and 
pathologic changes in the brain and on 
the covering of the brain," said 
Schmitz. "These types of changes were 
characteristic of a viral infection. They 
were severe and very similar to the kinds 
created by canine distemper in dogs.'' 

Schmitz said in his offical necropsy 
report that the lesions were "much more 
severe" than any he'd ever seen in a 
case of canine distemper in dogs. 

There had never been a documented 
report of a cat getting canine distemper, 
so Schmitz and Blythe were still 
skeptical. 
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"She (Jay Jay) became very attached to me, " says Laurie Marker, Wildlife Safari marketing 
director. Here Marker introduces Indira, a tiger cub, to admiring visitors. 

However, at this point, everything 
began to fall into place quickly. Schmitz 
completed the pathology work on the 
brain tissue and found telltale "inclusion 
bodies" (groups of viral particles) in the 
nuclei of the brain cells. Blythe and 
Roelke reviewed returned test results. 

"This has serious 
implications for wildlife 

parks." 

They saw a pattern. It appeared that 
just before Jay Jay's death, there had 
been a rapid rise in the antibodies that 
fight canine distemper. As she began to 
fail quickly toward the end, the tiger's 
body had put up a valiant but futile 
effort against the viral infection. 

"No treatment, even in retrospect, 
would have saved that tiger," said 
Blythe. 

Schmitz's discovery of inclusion 
bodies in the brain cells, a classic change 
that takes place with canine distemper, 
along with the rest of the information, 
sealed the case. This big cat—but a cat 
no less—had died of a viral infection 
heretofore thought to be confined 
primarily to dogs, skunks and raccoons. 

Since their recent publication of the 
finding in the Journal of the American 

Veterinary Medical Association, Blythe and 
Schmitz have heard from others who felt 
they've seen canine distemper in big 
cats but have been unable to document 
it. 

"There are a lot of other places 
around the world with greater exposure 
and possible expertise that should have 
had the chance to come up with this 
before us," said Schmitz. "It's gratify- 
ing that we were the ones who diagnosed 
and reported it." 

Researchers still believe canine distem- 
per does not cause disease in house cats. 
Schmitz, Blythe and Roelke all agree 
that the discovery is important, however. 
A tiger or any other large exotic cat is a 
valuable investment, both economically 
and ecologically. The researchers have 
found that a type of viral vaccine 
normally given to dogs (a "killed virus" 
vaccine) will protect large cats from 
cannine distemper. 

"I think this has serious implications 
for wildlife parks and zoos, even 
circuses," remarked Schmitz. "Tigers 
are valuable." 

"And endangered," added Roelke. 
"They are susceptible to this virus, and 
they're going to have a pretty high 
potential of being exposed to it. It's hard 
to put a money value on an animal that 
is endangered.'' D 

Professors like 
campus cheetahs 

The high-pitched chattering, spine- 
tingling screeching and far-off grunting 
and growling that greet a visitor to 
Wildlife Safari, a drive-through wild 
animal park at Winston, Oregon, near 
Roseburg, are a long way from the 
carefully groomed, quiet (normally, 
anyway) enclave that is the OSU 
campus. 

But Jay Jay the bengal tiger isn't the 
only exotic animal from Wildlife Safari 
that has made the trek up Interstate 5 
to Corvallis. 

There was Buster the sad-eyed camel, 
who suffered muscle and ligament 
damage while being chased by carousing 
lions that had escaped from their 
compound into a large fenced area at the 
park. 

And there were Alpha and Beta, the 
emu chicks. Wildlife Safari workers 
brought large, green eggs containing 
the ostrichlike birds to researchers in 
OSU's poultry science department 
because the workers were having trouble 
hatching them. 

OSU researchers have also worked 
with an African lion that suffered a 
stroke, a small siki deer that died of 
pneumonia, and cheetahs having prob- 
lems with viral infections in their upper 
respiratory tracts. 

Most of the work is done in OSU's 
Veterinary Teaching Hospital, operated 
by the College of Veterinary Medicine, 
and in the college's Veterinary Diagnos- 
tic Lab, partially funded by the 
Agricultural Experiment Station. 

OSU researchers say they're glad to 
have the chance to do work that may 
help the operators of the wildlife parks, 
zoos, and circuses that give many 
Americans their only peeks at the exotic 
creatures of other lands. 

The scientists also admit it is exciting 
to work with and expose their students 
to the otherwise unavailable animals. 
They note that the experience might 
"come in handy" in other research. 

What's apt to show up on campus 
next? Who knows. A hippo with 
mumps? □ ,    _. 

— Andy JJuncan 
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Wildlife parks, zoos and circuses offer many 
Oregontans their only chance to see exotic 
animals. Some of the critters that roam the 
oak-dotted Southern Oregon countryside at 
Wildlife Safari: A lion cub, wildebeests and 
an African elephant. Opposite page: 
A hungry hippopotamus begs for a food pellet. 
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The Persistant Prey 
Even a ban on trapping predators 
couldn't stop the pesky mountain 
beaver from eating valuable trees 

By Clem Reuf 

Looking like an overgrown guinea 
pig, the mountain beaver creeps 

from its burrow into the moonlit forest 
clearcut. It stops for a moment, sniffing 
the cool, fir-scented breeze for danger. 
Then, satisfied, it waddles to a nearby 
Douglas-fir seedling, chews the seedling 
in two at ground level and begins 
dragging the plant to its burrow for a 
secluded meal. 

Suddenly, a silent canine figure 
streaks from the shadows and crushes 
the rodent to the earth, ending its 
tree-gathering with a single bite. The 
killer, a coyote, grasps its prey in its 
jaws and slips into the night. 

The incident you just read about 
didn't really happen. But similar ones 
do—222 times a night to be exact—in 
the Elliot State Forest east of Florence, 
Oregon, according to an OSU re- 
searcher's findings. 

The purpose of the study, funded 
primarily by the Oregon Department of 
Forestry, was to determine how effec- 
tively coyotes and bobcats control 
mountain beavers, explains Dave de 
Calesta of OSU's fisheries and wildlife 
department. 

De Calesta, an Extension Service 
wildlife specialist who receives some 
funding from the Experiment Station, 
says mountain beavers, large, stub- 
tailed rodents that live in Oregon's 
Coast Range, consume millions of 

dollars worth of Douglas-fir seedlings in 
the Northwest each year. 

To encourage predators to eat more 
mountain beavers, the Oregon Depart- 
ment of Forestry banned fur trapping on 
the 85,000-acre Elliot forest for three 
years. DeCalesta's job was to find out 
what impact that had. 

It stops for a moment, 
sniffing the cool, fir-scented 

breeze for danger. 

"I don't think the trapping ban had 
that much of an impact on mountain 
beaver numbers," said de Calesta, 
summing up his findings. "Certainly, 
you had more mountain beaver eaten, 
and possibly less damage to seedlings, 
but it didn't bring the damage down to 
the point where you wouldn't have to 
use other tools. 

"Even with what we consider might 
be maximum population densities of 
bobcats and coyotes, the mountain 
beavers still caused extensive damage to 
the seedlings," he added. 

Damage ranged from zero to 43 
percent of the seedlings on various sites, 
said DeCalesta, with the average being 
about 15 percent. Unlike deer and elk, 
which nibble on greenery, mountain 
beavers usually eat the entire seedling, 
forcing foresters to replant, he noted. 

Other ways of controlling mountain 
beaver damage include placing a rigid 
plastic mesh tube around each seedling 
to protect it, and trapping. Both are 
expensive. Tubing costs $250 to $300 an 
acre and trapping costs $30 to $60 an 
acre, de Calesta estimates. 

While using coyotes and bobcats, a 
form of biological pest control, is free, 
trapping apparently is a lot more 
effective. When foresters compared sites 
where they trapped to sites where 
predator control was tested, they found 
that half the trapped sites sustained no 
seedling damage at all and the other 
sites had very little damage. 

Another objective of the study was to 
find out how the predators behaved as 
their numbers increased. 

To do that, Gary Witmer, a post- 
doctoral student working with de 
Calesta and the Oregon Department of 
Forestry, lived in a trailer at Loon Lake 
in the study area. Using live traps, 
Witmer captured coyotes and bobcats, 
injected them with radioactive trace 
elements he could identify in the 
animals' feces. He also fit the animals 
with ear tags and radio collars that 
helped him keep track of them, once 
released. 

"Because coyotes and bobcats are 
primarily active at night," said Witmer, 
"I would locate radio-collared animals 
late in the afternoon and then relocate 
them on through the night.'' 
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Scientists are evaluating a pesticide that shows promise for controlling mountain beavers, says OSU wildlife researcher Dave deCalesta. 

Although the predators' hunting 
grounds and home ranges overlapped, 
Witmer did not observe direct competi- 
tion or aggression between the two 
species, he says. 

He collected and analyzed the animals' 
feces so he could estimate how many 
mountain beavers, and what other 
foods, they ate. The mountain beaver 
was the preferred food of both coyotes 
and bobcats. 

Witmer and de Calesta estimate that 
during the study period on the 
85,000-acre Elliot forest 245 bobcats 
and 140 coyotes ate 81,000 mountain 
beavers a year. That means each 
predator ate an average of 210 moun- 
tain beavers each per year. 

DeCalesta hopes to delve further into 
the effects of the trapping ban. 

"Ideally, we'll go back several years 
from now, when the trapping ban has 
been lifted for awhile, and compare the 
damage on the same sites,'' he said. 
"That would allow us to say 
unequivocally, 'This is what a trapping 
ban will buy you.' Right now, we can 
say it doesn't look like it bought you 
much." 

But anything helps, some say. 
Mountain beaver damage is costing 

the timber industry millions of dollars a 
year, explains Jerry Phillips, manager of 
the Elliot State Forest, so even a 3 
percent reduction in damage would be 
significant. 

A trapping ban on coyotes 
might meet resistance from 

stockmen. 

"If there's any way we could kill 
81,000 mountain beaver a year for free, 
we would certainly seize on that," said 
Phillips. "It (the trapping ban) is 
irrestible from our viewpoint.'' 

He adds, however, that he would 
support a ban only on the trapping of 
bobcats, not coyotes. The reason 
involves politics. 

DeCalesta expanded on that. 
Research, he said, has shown that 
limited grazing of forest clearcuts by 
sheep makes the forage better for 
wildlife, removes unwanted brush, and 
has other benefits. That means the 

previously ignorant forest coyote might 
soon learn that sheep are easy to catch 
and good to eat. 

In the past, ranchers who grazed their 
livestock on public lands have had the 
option of trapping coyotes, and it's an 
option they don't want to lose. 

"Livestock associations are con- 
cerned ... because there's an opportu- 
nity for a precedent being set," said de 
Calesta of the experimental trapping 
ban. 

DeCalesta notes that scientists are 
evaluating a pesticide that shows 
promise for controlling mountain bea- 
vers on valuable timber land. It is not 
cleared for commercial use, however. 

He and other researchers realize that 
a trapping ban on coyotes might meet 
resistance from stockmen and fur 
trappers, and that it would not be a 
panacea for solving the problems 
mountain beavers cause. All de Calesta 
maintains is that it is a "valid 
management alternative and it should 
be considered as such.'' D 
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update 

People may be getting too excited about research aimed at finding a way to neutralize the poison 
in tansy ragwort, a weed, says OSU animal scientist Peter Cheeke. 

Much ado about tansy neutralizer 
Three years ago the common food 

preservative BHA (butylated hydrox- 
yanisole) excited OSU researchers 
when, in feeding tests with mice, they 
found it neutralized the poisons in tansy 
ragwort. 

OSU animal scientist Peter Cheeke 
isn't cheering. But he's still interested in 
BHA after completing a field test of 
feeding a supplement containing the 
preservative to horses to try and 
counteract the poisonous weed. Tansy 
ragwort each year kills horses, cattle and 
other livestock in Oregon. 

Cheeke says a feed supplement 
containing BHA (used in foods like 
potato chips and cooking oil), sulfur. 
Vitamin B-12 and folic acid gave "some 
degree of protective activity from tansy 
poisons but not as much as we saw in 
laboratory mice.'' 

If researchers could find an effective, 
practical tansy neutralizer they could 
save Oregon ranchers at least some of 
the $1 to $2 million worth of livestock 
lost each year to tansy poisoning. 
Livestock normally won't eat the 
bitter-tasting tansy ragwort or a similar 
poisonous plant called grounsel. But 
when they do, usually when the plants 
are small and hard to recognize, animals 
often get sick or die. The plants' 
poisons, called pyrrolizidine alkaloids, 
damage the liver. 

Scientists aren't sure exactly how the 
alkaloids cause damage, or how BHA 
neutralizes the alkaloids. They think 
both processes are linked to enzyme 
activity in the liver. 

Enzyme differences between the 

laboratory mice and horses used in the 
feeding studies probably account for the 
differing test results, said Cheeke, 
noting that lethal doses of tansy vary 
from animal species to species. 

For horses, he said, eating 7.3 percent 
of body weight in tansy is lethal, while 
the figure is 3.6 percent for cattle. A 
lethal dose of tansy for sheep is about 
300 percent of body weight. For gerbils, 
the figure is a whopping 3,600 percent 
of body weight. 

Future research will focus on analyz- 
ing exactly how tansy poisons, and the 
neutralizers, function in the liver, and 
on developing practical ways to adminis- 
ter the neutralizers, said Cheeke. 

"The ultimate objective," he said, 
"would be to incorporate the materials 
into a salt block in the pasture.'' 

But it's too soon to think about that 
seriously, he added. Researchers don't 
know how much of the compounds 
grazing animals would need, to say 
nothing of how much of the compounds 
animals would get from such a block. 

Cheeke is worried people are getting 
too excited. He's had telephone calls 
and letters from people wanting more 
information and has heard of a few 
people said to be stocking up on BHA 
and feeding it to livestock. 

With current knowledge, he said, 
researchers aren't ready to tell farmers 
and ranchers that BHA and the other 
substances in the feed supplement will 
be effective tansy neutralizers in livestock. 
It is a long way from the laboratory to 
the field, he cautions. □ 
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Filbert guardians sought 
Russell Messing brought 'em back 

alive. 
Now he hopes they'll show the killer 

instinct. 
Messing, a doctoral student in OSU's 

entomology department, went to Eu- 
rope recendy and traveled through 
orchards in Spain, France and Italy 
looking for parasites that attack the 
Oregon filbert aphid. 

The aphid sucks sap from filbert 
leaves and, if not controlled with 
pesticides, can cause extensive damage 
to filbert trees. Oregon filbert growers 
spend about $300,000 a year on 
pesticide spraying to control the pest, it 
is estimated. 

Scientists believe the filbert aphid 
rode into Oregon, undetected, in the 
19th century on imported filbert trees. 
Unfortunately, the parasites that help 
Mother Nature keep the aphid in check 
did not make the crossing from Europe. 

Now back on campus. Messing is 
studying several parasites he collected in 
European orchards. He hopes at least 
one will prove to be a biological pest 
control tool Oregon filbert growers 
can use. 

Such parasites kill aphids by laying 
eggs in them. Larvae hatch from the 
eggs and eat the innards of the aphids. 
They use the empty bodies as ' 'coccoons" 
through the hot summer and, sometimes, 
through the winter. 

Messing says a similar project in 
California, where researchers brought 
in parasites from France and Iran to 
control the walnut husk fly, was 
successful. California entomologists had 
to make two overseas trips, however. 
The first parasite they brought back was 
effective only in coasted orchards. A 
second strain proved to be adapted to 
orchard conditions in hot, inland 
areas. □ 

Better labels 
would cut food 
poisonings 

Putting better safety information on 
the labels of perishable foods and in 
recipes, particularly information aimed 
at males and younger consumers, would 
cut the incidence of food poisoning, an 
OSU study suggests. 

In the study, researchers interviewed 
the primary food preparer in 100 
Oregon homes. The interviews uncov- 
ered at least one unsafe food handling 
practice in 98 of the homes. 

A large percent of homemakers under 
30 proved to be in the "high-risk, 
unaware" category, said MargyJ. 
Woodburn, head of OSU's food and 
nutrition department and an associate 
director of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station. Overall, men gave more unsafe 
answers than women, she added. 

"Both of these groups (males and 
consumers under 30) reported food 
labels as a good way to reach them, and 
then responded with safer practices 
when presented care information through 
a label or as part of a recipe,'' said 
Woodburn, who did the study with 
Shirley Van De Riet, an OSU graduate 
student. 

Study participants picked newspapers 
as an equally good way to get food 
handling information to them, the 
researcher said. 

According to Woodburn, common 
problems in food handling include 
inadequate cooking, unsafe holding 
temperatures that aren't hot or cold 
enough to prevent bacterial growth, and 
cross-contamination of foods (for 
example, when counters or utensils are 
not scrubbed clean after being contami- 
nated with raw foods). 

Perishable food labels often "stop just 
short of what would be useful," she 

said. She noted that frozen food product 
labels often advise the consumer to 
"cook immediately after thawing" but 
say nothing about the importance of 
refrigerating leftovers. □ 

Tmy Moats 
Doctoral strident Russell Messing searches in an orchard in Spain for parasites that attack 
filbert aphids. 
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OSU animal scientists are lookingfor a way to reduce embryonic mortality inyoung pigs. 

From here to paternity 
Why do young pigs carrying their 

first litter give birth to more dead young 
than older pigs? 

An OSU animal science team has 
come up with a possible answer—a 
hormone imbalance. 

"Basically, we compared the endo- 
crine (hormone) levels in pigs experienc- 
ing estrus (the heat cycle) for the first 
time with pigs having their third 
estrus," said A. E. Archibong, a 
graduate student who worked with 
David C. England and Fred Stormshak, 
OSU animal scientists. 

"Our data suggest that imbalances in 
ovarian steroids (hormones) may be 
related to early embryonic mortality in 
pigs bred at first estrus," Archibong 
said. 

The steroids influence important 
functions such as blood flow to embryos 
and the embryos' exposure to vital 
proteins, according to Archibong. 

If a hormone imbalance does prove to 
be causing the higher rate of embryo 
mortality, there might be a way to 
overcome the problem by giving hor- 
mone shots to animals bred young, said 
Stormshak. No research has been done 
in that area, however, he said. 

If the embryonic mortality problem in 
young pigs can be solved, producers will 
be able to begin breeding the animals 
about 40 days earlier and save labor, 
feed and time, said the researchers. □ 
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